1.7

Describe your company

Opening up the supply chain
Let’s take gold as an example. There are mere
milligrams of gold in every smartphone. That’s not
a lot, but added up, it makes the electronics industry
the third largest consumer of gold worldwide, after
jewellery and the financial sector. So, there was
clearly work to be done. After two years of research,
we were able to source certified Fairtrade gold for
the Fairphone 2. The manufacturer of our printed
circuit boards is now using this gold throughout
their supply chain, meaning it may well end up in
other products they make too. This is the first time
in history that certified Fairtrade gold is being used
in the electronics industry. We are opening up and
improving the supply chain, and inspiring others
to follow us.

Excluding refiners, smelters, traders and mines, we
have 107 first-, second-, and third-tier suppliers for
the Fairphone 2, located in 14 countries. We work
with selected suppliers on initiatives designed to
make improvements in our supply chain, such as
worker welfare and sourcing fair materials. Want to
know more? Read on our website how Fairphone 2
is made (https://www.fairphone.com/en/how-wework/mapping-phone-made/).
From the beginning, Fairphone has been focused on
mapping the supply chain, tracing the materials that
are used in our phones and making improvements
step by step. In terms of mining, our first priority was
the four conflict minerals: tin, tantalum, tungsten
and gold.

The supply chain for
Fairtrade gold in Fairphone 2

Gold salt manufacturing
Yantai, China
Zhaojin
Kanfort

Gold mining

Fairtrade mines - Lucanas, Peru
Minera
SOTRAMI

Fairphone 2

Gold refining

Balerna, Switzerland

Gold plating

Shanghai, China

Suzhou, China
Hi-P

AT&S

Valcambi
Kanfort HQ

Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong

Closed pipe
(traceable)

Mass balance
(not traceable)

Want to know more? Have a look at our blog to learn more about
sourcing conflict-free and Fairtrade gold:
https://www.fairphone.com/en/2016/01/27/how-we-got-fairtradecertified-gold-in-the-fairphone-2-supply-chain/
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1.7

Describe your company

Long-lasting phones:
the backbone of
our business model
Launched at the end of 2015, the Fairphone 2 is
still the centerpiece of our product offering. The
fact that we continue to sell this same model is
a testament to our goals for longevity. Instead
of launching a brand new phone every year, we
aim to support our existing phones for as long as
possible and enable our users, as the foundation
of our movement, to keep their devices beyond
the industry standard. By doing this, we have set
out to prove that it’s possible to run our business
in a way that’s more beneficial for our customers,
as well as the environment.

Therefore, besides phones, we sell
a wide range of spare parts and
accessories to help owners keep
their devices working well and
looking great for as long as possible.
We created a repairable smartphone by isolating
electromechanical components and sub-assemblies
into modules that the user can replace by hand
or with simple tools. Fairphone is also geared at
supporting our product’s longevity with ongoing
software support, availability of spare parts and the
development of new business models for a more
resource-efficient future.
The business model of Fairphone is based on selling
phones. Our revenue is split in sales via our webshop,
indirect sales (via telecom operators and retailers)
and B2B sales (procurement by large organisations).
Additionally, a small part of our revenue comes from
selling spare parts. As part of our commitment to
the circular economy, we are also further developing
Fairphone as a Service, as a way for our users to get
all the benefits of Fairphone without the expense of
individually owning the device.
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1.8

What sustainable or social impact is your company having?
We support the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, because
we think sustainability should be at the core of every organization.
Fairphone is a social enterprise and our goal is to create a fair
electronics industry, for everyone involved. Growth and a healthy
profit are the means to reaching that goal.
Goal 1: No poverty
One of the main goals at the heart of Fairphone is responsible
sourcing. To that end, we create coalitions between suppliers
and initiatives that have a positive social and environmental
impact in developing countries. We were the first electronics
company to integrate gold from Fairtrade certified small
scale mines into our supply chain. We are proud participants
of the Conflict-Free Tin Initiative, and also use fairly-sourced
tantalum and tungsten. That’s four out of the approximately
forty minerals in our phones which come from fair sources, so
we still have a long way to go.

Goal 8: Decent work and economic growth
In several layers of our supply chain we actively work with
suppliers to improve working conditions and representation
for their employees. The latter promotes increased dialogue
between factory management and employees to ensure
concerns (including salary or benefits) can be addressed.
In our various programs across different tiers of the supply
chain, we have directly benefited over 5,000 workers.

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns
Sustainable consumption is crucial to reducing the pressure
on our planet’s resources. Key goals of Fairphone therefore
include increasing the longevity of our products, as well as
the reuse and recycling of products to increase resource
efficiency. Fairphone 2 is the first modular phone specifically
designed for improved repairability. We help and encourage
consumers to keep their devices for five years, which will lead
to a 30% reduction of the phone’s environmental footprint
(calculated in our LCA of Fairphone 2).
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1.9

Describe your market and competition

We are witnessing the rise of the
conscious consumer. In the past
ten years, the global turn-over from
Fairtrade products has multiplied
four to five times.
In some markets, conscious products are already
market leaders and in most markets, their market
share is rising. Tony’s Chocolonely, for example, is
the market leader for chocolate in the Netherlands
and is making slave-free chocolate the norm. And
since May of this year, the Tesla Model 3 is the best
selling mid-size premium sedan in the US, leaving
behind BMW, Mercedes and Audi 1.

€8 B

Over the past years, the smartphone market
has become heavily commoditized. We have
passed the era of major phonetech innovations,
with phones becoming more alike technically.
As a consequence, competition is focused more
on pricing. Within this commoditized market,
Fairphone stands out as being the only ethical
and sustainable alternative. Since our inception,
we have proven there is a market for a fairer phone.
Today we are ready to scale up our business to
grow this untapped market. In September 2017,
Eva Gouwens (the former head and “First Lady of
Chocolate” at fellow B-Corp Tony’s Chocolonely)
joined Fairphone as managing director, to lead to
company through the next stages of our growth.

2004

€7 B

Graph of revenue of Fairtrade
International products worldwide
(billion euro)2

€6 B

€5 B

€4 B

€3 B

€2 B

€1 B

0
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1

https://electrek.co/2018/05/02/tesla-model-3-best-selling-mid-size-premium-sedan-us/

2

https://www.statista.com/statistics/271354/revenue-of-fair-trade-products-worldwide-since-2004/
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€7.880 B

2016

1.9

Describe your market and competition

In 2017, 125.6 million smartphones
were sold in Western Europe 3.
An international study done by
Unilever in 2017 concluded that
33% of consumers are now buying
from brands they believe are doing
social and environmental good 4.
Fairphone’s total addressable market amounts to
approximately 41 million units per year. Fairphone’s
expected unit sales of 285,000 smartphones per
year (in 2021) would account for only 0.7% of the
total addressable market in Western Europe. Even
with this relatively small market share, Fairphone
will be highly profitable.

The number of Fairphone users
is expected to grow to over half
a million in 2020.
2017

2020

180 K

150 K
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330 K

3

https://www.statista.com/statistics/412224/global-smartphone-shipments-western-europe/

4

https://www.unilever.com/news/Press-releases/2017/report-shows-a-third-of-consumers-prefer-sustainable-brands.html
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530 K

1.9

Describe your market and competition

The Fairphone 2 is
currently available
through partners
in 9 countries:
Austria (1 partner), Finland (1 partner),
France (4 partners), Germany (6 partners),
Italy (2 partners), Sweden (2 partners),
Switzerland (6 partners), The Netherlands
(6 partners), United Kingdom (2 partners).

Finland (1%)
Sweden (3%)

Map of sales per country
(both sales via partners and
direct sales, based on sales
from 2016 until June 2018)

Norway (1%)

Denmark (1%)

UK (9%)
The Netherlands (7%)
Belgium (7%)

Germany
(36%)

Luxembourg (1%)
France (12%)

Austria (5%)
Switzerland (13%)

Italy (1%)
Spain (3%)
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1.10

Intellectual property

Patent portfolio
Fairphone has applied for seven patents (five design patents and
two utility patents), which are now in the process of being registered.
Concerning our design patents, Fairphone
has five visual features related to both the
phone and the modules of Fairphone 2. All five
visual features have been registered in the EU
as Community Designs. In parallel, these five
visual features are pending registration at the
designated office in the USA.

Once granted, our two utility patent families
would correspond to the architecture of
the Fairphone 2 and to its connectors. They
are in the process of being registered in the
European Union (EU) and the United States
of America (USA).

Trademark portfolio
The Fairphone wordmark name and logo are
registered trademarks. The protection of our
trademark name extends to the EU, USA and
other international markets.

EU
USA

Specifics of intellectual property
(IP) in the telecom sector
The smartphone is currently one of the most complex
architectural and technical products being built. It follows
on from this that the intellectual property making it
possible to build and operate them is also very complex.
There is a large web of smartphone intellectual
property (in the form of hundreds of patents,
copyright or other types of IP) whose owners may
send us infringement claims. For example, all
smartphones must use standardized technology
(like wifi and mobile connectivity) to be able to
talk to one another; there are IP rights used to
develop these standards that phone companies
are obliged to use and have to pay royalties for.
We have had some claims associated with standard
technologies and we are currently negotiating
the licensing terms.
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To manage this complex situation, we are working
with our suppliers to understand the intellectual
property rights in the components that make it into
our Fairphones, and to obtain protection against
claims by others where possible. Additionally, with
our best available knowledge from industry practice
and our own experience, we are creating reserves for
royalties we may need to pay in the future — and
the legal costs associated with their negotiation.
We respect the intellectual property rights of others
and are always willing to enter into negotiations to
obtain licenses on fair terms.

1.11
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What kind of conversion and exit possibilities do you expect for investors?

Conversion to shares

Exit possibilities

The finances raised through this crowdfunding
campaign is part of a larger investment round.
Fairphone aims to raise at least €3 million in
equity on top of the crowdfunding. Fairphone
is currently in negotiation with potential equity
investors. It is the aim that this equity investment
will be secured within 6 months after the end
of a successful crowdfunding campaign. This
investment will ‘trigger’ conversion for the crowd:
i.e. the crowdfunding participants will then get the
opportunity to convert their loans into shares. The
price of the shares will be equal to the price paid
by the equity investor if the ‘trigger’ happens within
three months after the crowdfunding campaign
ends. If the trigger happens after three months, the
crowdfunding participants get a discount on the
price of the shares. For the discounts to be applied,
see further below at ‘discount on share price’.

As a social enterprise our commercial model is the
driver for continuity and creating impact is our goal.
With all decisions we make regarding the growth
of our business (including strategic partnerships,
investments and marketing) we consider how it
contributes to the continuity and mission of our
business. This thinking also feeds into how we look
at a potential exit. We are sensitive to the fact
(some) investors need a clear exit possibility and
we believe that Fairphone has good potential to
offer exit opportunities to its shareholders through
strategic partnerships adding to the continuity
and overall mission of Fairphone.
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After eight years, the crowdfunding participants
will be able to sell its shareholdings to Fairphone
itself. From that time onwards, Fairphone will use
a maximum of 25% of its distributable profit to
buy back the depositary receipts. The price will
be at Fairphone’s choice either (i) the most recent
price paid by a third-party investor, or (ii) a price
established by an independent evaluator.

2 Analysis by
Oneplanetcrowd
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2

Analysis by Oneplanetcrowd

Findings

•

Fairphone has positioned itself in the market for
smartphones, focusing on conscious consumers,
producing ethical smartphones. It has created a
strong brand that stands for a fair supply chain,
decent labour conditions and longer lasting phones.

•

Competition in this market could come from
two directions: 1) Direct competition (another fair
smartphone startup) and 2) Large smartphone
manufacturers (e.g. HTC/Sony) that decide to
market their own fair smartphone.

•

The intended bank finance — to finance future
purchase orders — of approximately €10 million
is of crucial importance to the firm’s continuity.
This finance has not yet been secured.
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Analysis by Oneplanetcrowd

Risk factors FairPhone BV
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Risk category

Risk score

Explanation

Business risk

High

Fairphone is a scale-up company that needs financing in 2018
and beyond to support its growth. The OPC financing is only a
part of the needed financing. There is significant risk that either
the additional intended bank finance or the intended equity
round is not realised on time.
Multiple downscaled scenarios have been run through the
company’s financial model, concluding that there should be
enough capital to ensure continuity until July 2019, also in
the case that the remaining equity is not secured. In these
downscaled scenarios it is assumed that Fairphone realizes the
necessary bank finance and that Fairphone decreases its flexible
operational expenses with 30% as of December 2018.
There are no mitigating factors for the risk associated with
closing the bank financing. If bank financing is not secured
(on time) it will jeopardize the continuity of Fairphone severely.
Future models of the Fairphone may exhibit similar technical
issues that occurred with the Fairphone 2.
Fairphone will substantially reduce this risk by decreasing the
complexity of its next phone and by switching to a more reliable
and more reputable manufacturer.

Structure risk

Low

Aside from Q1 2018 convertible loan, no other loans are held by
the company. There are no structure complexities as there is only
one entity, Fairphone BV.

Operational risk

High

The electronics supply chain in general is complex and following
from that, Fairphone’s supply chain is as well. This has caused
issues in the past for availability of parts and thereby continuity
of the production of phones.
Fairphone mitigates this risk by switching to a more reliable
producer with a clear track record on producing Android
smartphones for other reputable firms such as Sony.
Fairphone mitigates the risk concerning its supply of
conflict-free materials by being involved in setting up sustainable
mining projects in developing countries — together with diverse
stakeholders including large corporations such as Signify (formerly
known as Philips Lighting) — hence creating their own supply.

Management risk

Low

Bas van Abel and Eva Gouwens jointly have considerable
experience with (social) entrepreneurship and scale-ups.
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Analysis by Oneplanetcrowd

Risk factors FairPhone BV (continued)

Risk category

Risk score

Explanation

Market risk

Medium

Fairphone is positioned in the fast-moving, highly competitive
market for smartphones.
Within the smartphone market it has secured a niche market
in which there is no substantial competition as of yet.

Financial risk

High

The company has little to no financial liabilities that cause
a drain on operational cash. However, growth projections are
ambitious and bank financing uncertain, presenting a risk of
insufficient operational cash flow.

Technical risk

High

Modular phones still exist in the development stage, and the
Fairphone, with high technical complexity, is therefore at risk
of not performing up to par.
For mitigant, see ‘Operational risk’

Legal risk

Medium

There is an industry risk concerning IP claims. See section
‘Specifics of intellectual property (IP) in the telecom sector’
for details regarding this risk.

Exit opportunities

Strong

Depending on the strength of Fairphone’s IP and brand at
the time of exit, there are solid potential exit opportunities.
For example, one possibility is that an existing smartphone
manufacturer decides to enter into the sustainable smartphone
segment and offers to acquire Fairphone instead of developing
their own fair smartphone in-house.

Read more on how Oneplanetcrowd assesses entrepreneurs.
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3 Type of finance
and conditions
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3

Type of finance and conditions

Shares via a subordinated convertible loan
You will close a subordinated convertible loan with
the aim of converting this into depositary receipts
for shares at a later date. At this later moment,
you will become a shareholder in the company.
You only receive money back on your investment
at the moment you sell your shares. This generally
happens after four to eight years, but can take
even longer.

A convertible loan is a way to become a
shareholder in a fast-growing company without
the need to value the company at this point
in time. Click here to find out exactly what a
convertible loan is and why Oneplanetcrowd
works with this type of financing.
Below you will find a description of the terms and
conditions of this specific convertible loan. If you
do not understand what these terms and conditions
mean, please click on the link to the relevant
explanation in the FAQ section of our website.

Loan phase terms and conditions
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Annual interest rate:

5% (is paid out every quarter)

Term:

5 years

> Explanation

Time to conversion
offer:

Maximum of 3 years
(no repayment of loan until conversion offer)

> Explanation

Subordination:

Subordinated to future bank debt. Currently
no bank debt.

> Explanation

Right of Pledge:

First right of pledge on Fairphone’s
Trademark Portfolio (handelsmerken)
and Fairphone’s Community Designs
(Gemeenschapsmodelrechten).

> Explanation
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3

Type of finance and conditions

Conditions of conversion
A subordinated convertible loan offers the right for
the investor to convert the loan into certificates of
shares in the company. The company is obliged to
offer conversion to the crowd.
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Conversion triggers:

1. A
 new — not yet involved — investor invests a minimum
of €500,000 in the company.
2. The company is sold (minimum of 50% of the shares
are transferred to other hands).
3. If the two situations described above do not occur
within 3 years, you will then receive an offer to convert
into shares, based on an independent valuation.

> Explanation

Discount on
share price:

•
•
•
•

> Explanation

Right not to convert:

If you reject the conversion offer:
• Your convertible loan is paid off just like a normal loan.
• The financing remains a loan.
• All rights of pledge lapse.
• The final redemption and interest payment will be
effected no later than the end of the planned term of
5 years and the entrepreneur is allowed to repay the
loan prematurely without penalties.
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0% if conversion is effected within 3 months
5% if conversion is effected between 3 and 6 months
15% if conversion is effected within 6 and 12 months
30% if conversion is effected after 12 months

> Explanation

3

Type of finance and conditions

Shareholder phase
terms and conditions
You will find a full overview of your rights and
those of the company in the convertible loan
agreement, which you will receive for reading
before the completion of your investment.
The following is a selection of the most
important rights and obligations by virtue
of your depositary receipts for shares:

Shareholder
construction:

Depositary receipts in a non-voting STAK/trust foundation

> Explanation

Crowdfunders

Entrepreneur(s)

Shareholder(s)

STAK

Company
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Preferential right:

If more shares are issued at a later date, you may buy
additional shares to prevent the dilution of your own
shareholding.

> Explanation

Drag-along:

If at least 50% of the regular shareholders (so not the
STAK with crowdfunders) sell their shares, then the
crowdfunders must also sell their shares (in other words,
you are not allowed to oppose the sale).

> Explanation

Tag-along:

If at least 50% of the regular shareholders (so not the
STAK with crowdfunders) wish to sell their shares, then
the crowdfunders are also allowed to sell their shares pro
rata (in other words, it is not possible to sell the company
without the accompanying sale of the crowd shares).

> Explanation
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4 Financial risk
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4.1

Financial risk

The risk of an investment in the
subordinated convertible is high
On the other hand, there is a chance that you will
achieve a high return if you have converted your
loan and the company is ultimately extremely
successful. Because convertible loans are largely
extended to young, potentially fast-growing
companies, the forecast of the entrepreneur may
not materialize, or may materialize at a different
pace. In the initial phase of its life, a new enterprise
is often dependent on other early-phase financing,
such as subsidies and other contributions, to
generate sufficient income from sales.
There is a significant risk that investors will not
get back their investment, for instance because
the company encounters delays or fundamental
setbacks in the development of its products and
markets. Or because the company proves unable
to attract sufficient follow-up investments to
reach the next phase. Many innovative start-ups
ultimately fail and have to be dissolved.

4.2

The 10 out of 10 rule

Oneplanetcrowd considers it advisable to
invest no more than 10% of your freely investable
capital in crowdfunding projects and to spread
your risks by dividing the 10% across at least
10 projects. We strongly advise against investing
with borrowed capital.
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This investment sheet does not constitute
any form of investment advice on the part
of Oneplanetcrowd. The investment sheet or
profiles offered on the website are expressly not
recommendations on the part of Oneplanetcrowd
to invest funds. The investor or the crowdfunder
make their own investment assessments and
investment decisions, either with or without the
help of their own advisors.
Diversification is an essential part of risk reduction
on this front.
It is advisable to read the information extended
for the projects and companies carefully. Results
achieved in the past are no guarantee for future
results. The calculations of the data in this
investment sheet are theoretical forecasts. The
results achieved in practice may differ from these
forecasts. In addition, the value of your investment
may fluctuate.

